
Your meetings or seminars 
in the heart of the Swiss Alps
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Valais, a natural source of inspiration!

Whether it's for a conference, congress, or an incentive activity, there’s no other 
setting in the Alps more perfectly suited to meetings than Valais. With a landscape 
full of rich contrasts between picturesque valleys and snow-covered four- 
thousanders, Valais has a great deal to offer as a skiing and hiking resort, golfing 
mecca, wellness oasis and cultural heritage site. Professional infrastructures and the 
many different activities available facilitate a harmonious mix of work and pleasure.

Winter in the Valais
The majestic four-thousanders not 
only create impressive panorama, 
they also provide a unique setting 
in which to experience winter 
sports. The Valais has the highest- 
altitude ski regions in Switzerland 
and can therefore offer a unique 
guarantee of snow on over 2,000 
kilometres of pistes..

Summer in the Valais
With  over  8,000  kilometres  of 
marked hiking trails, every hiker 
will find what they are looking for: 
paths up to high peaks, through 
fragrant larch forests and nature 
reserves, along bisses, on historical 
routes or over suspension bridges 
and along vineyard trails..

Gourmet delicacy
Robust wines with mineral notes, 
cheeses with floral undertones, 
vitamin-rich fruit and vegetables, 
characterful salted meats and rare 
spices – Valais is home to a large 
number of local specialities that taste 
simply wonderful.

Skills and innovation
Situated in the heart of the Alps in a 
breathtaking natural setting that 
alternates between green plains and 
deep snow, Valais is also notable for 
its  flourishing  industry  which 
combines cutting-edge technologies 
and innovative competence centres..

Natural sites
Endless forests, majestic glaciers 
and emerald green mountain lakes: 
Valais in all its unspoilt glory can 
best be experienced on a hike on a 
moraine, where you immerse 
yourself in the fascinating world of 
ice flows

Culture.
Valais is not an artificially created
leisure park. It is a home to many 
people, who continue actively to make 
their mark on this region, from north 
to south, with their traditions and 
customs. For example, cow fights have 
only recently become an iconic symbol 
of  the  Valaisian  way  of  life



Inspiring-Experience (DMC).

Inspiring-Experiencee
BP 1414
Chemin des Mayens
1972 Anzère - Valais T +41 
(0)79 387 55 04
office@inspiring-experience.com 
www.inspiring-experience.com

Relaxation  or  discovery  day,  travel,  incentive, 
team building or seminar: the Inspiring-
Experience team creates tailor-made programmes 
in the Alps for individuals, small groups or even 
employees of multinationals.

Our experience at your 
service.
Inspiring-Experience stays off the 
beaten track, offering tailor-made 
activities satisfying the desires of 
everyone. Tradition,   culture,   
sport   or relaxation: we put our 
considerable expertise to use to 
ensure your well- being. Our 
philosophy is founded on a very 
simple precept: a desire for 
emotion, pleasure and the feeling of 
being at one with the surrounding 
countryside.

A single point of contact for a tailor- 
made organisation

Global handling of your requests

Organisation of seminars and 
events throughout the Valais

More than 25 years of experience

mailto:office@inspiring-experience.com
http://www.swiss-discovery.com/


Included in the offer

Breakfast

Lunch

Skipass

Coaching by one or more 
former champions

A team leader

Information

From December to April

Min. 4 people., max. 20 
people

In option, transfer in 
helicopter

Included in the offer

Breakfast

Equipped seminar room

A helicopter flight over 
the Swiss Alps

Lunch in altitude

Transfer by vintage post 
bus

Visit of the Grande- 
Dixence dam

Wine tasting «Les Titans» 

Souvenir gift

Information
From mid-Mai to mid- 

October

Min.10 people., max 15 

people.

Tailor-made 
services.
Our approach and event design is 
based  on  over  25  years  of 
experience. Each event is unique
and requires the greatest
attention so that the image of 
your brand and your company is
enhanced. We 
management  of

adapt 
your

the 
event

according to your needs.

Our services 

Specification analysis 

Budget estimation

Conceptualising your 
event

Reception of your guests 

Transfer management

Hosting management

F&B management

Management of leisure, sports, 
well-being or cultural activities

Staff management 

Administrative management

Ski with a 
champion.
Spend an unforgettable day on the 
slopes with one or more former 
World Cup skiers. Expect top-class

fascinating insight into
coaching, insider tips and a

the
international racing scene.

from CHF 500.– per pers. 

Wine  tasting  deep 
inside a dam.
After your meeting, glide over 
the Alps in a helicopter and 
enjoy  a  fine  meal  at  high 
altitude. The grand finale takes 
place deep inside the Grande-

where Luc
Master at

Dixence 
Sermier, 
Provins,

dam, 
Cellar 
matures exceptional

wines that you will be able to 
taste.

from CHF 1’450.– per pers. 

with a helicopter flight
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